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Developing City Leaders of Tomorrow
The Long Term Vision of Cohesion Sheffield underpinning the conference: Making our city
a place where everyone feels welcome and valued, in a community where everyone is Page | 2
treated with dignity & respect.
Introduction
The conference was very popular and fully booked within weeks. Over 110 delegates
attended throughout the day representing 54 organisations from community, voluntary,
faith, public and private sectors plus 9 Freelance representatives.

The conference commenced with presentations from Mike Fitter, Co-chair of Cohesion
Advisory Group (CAG); Angela Greenwood, Sheffield City Council (SCC) and Panni Loh,
Cohesion Sheffield Co-ordinator (see www.cohesionsheffield.co.uk). Mike Fitter spoke about
co-production by CAG and SCC, the context of austerity, migration, terrorism and hate crime,
the recent Integrated Communities Green Paper (see www.cohesionsheffield.co.uk) and the
establishment of the Cohesion Strategic Framework for Action with the two key principles:
1. The relational principle: The ‘cohesion lens’ meaning that everything we do is a cohesion
building opportunity if we look at it that way. Otherwise there is a risk of unintentionally
undermining cohesion. How we do things being as important as what we do.
2. The structural principle: “Cohesion is not threatened by diversity, it is threatened by
deprivation”. This principle warns that deprivation undermines cohesion and therefore the
importance of tackling economic and social inequality, especially in times of austerity.
The Cohesion Strategic Framework for Action is overseen by the Cohesion Migration and
Integration Strategic Group. Cohesion Sheffield was established in 2017 to enable creative
leadership across all sectors, focused by Cohesion Action Plans with collaboration at the
heart.

The Guest Speaker Jacqui Broadhead
Jacqui is a Senior Researcher at Oxford University and Project Manager for the Inclusive
Cities programme at the Global Exchange on Migration and Diversity, which extends the
work of COMPAS in its international sharing of reciprocal knowledge. Supporting 5 UK cities Page | 3
(Bristol, Cardiff, Glasgow, Liverpool and Peterborough alongside London as an Associate) to
deliver a step-change in their approach to the inclusion of newcomers, including through a
learning exchange with Welcoming America. As Cities experience the highest levels of
migration, those experiencing the most rapid changes (Penninx 2004) are the places most
likely to be ‘super diverse’ (Vertovec 2007). They are also most likely to feel any adverse
effects of a failure to do integration/ inclusion well.
Jacqui spoke of the lack of a UK National Framework for integration that created increased
interest in local responsibility but stressed that it was a two way process of change from
both migrants and the host community. She likened New York to Sheffield in that diversity is
strength not dilution. She spoke of examples in the USA where inclusive collaboration was
occurring such as the multinational retail corporation that began holding ESOL classes in its
hypermarkets. Jacqui emphasised the importance of personal stories in creating the
language needed to affect cohesion, to tell the reality of identity and feeling of pride. She
quoted the Mayor Kasim Reed of Atlanta, USA:
“Individuals from across the globe continue to identify Atlanta as the land of
southern hospitality and the birthplace of the civil rights movement. It is not a
coincidence that by embodying values of welcoming, inclusion and diversity, Atlanta
has risen as the economic engine of the southeast and a competitive player on the
global stage.”
Jacqui concluded with interest to hear of Sheffield’s story and posed the questions:
•

What is the Sheffield narrative or story of inclusion and how does it resonate in the
city?

•

How is this reflected throughout the city and in service delivery?

•

Who are the partners who need to be involved in this discussion but aren’t?

Morning Workshops
Presented by Jeni Vine. Ten workshop groups facilitated by: Sue Pearson, VAS; Colin Havard
& Huda Ahmed, SCC; Tariq Bashir, Who is Your Neighbour; CAG members: Anne Hollows,
Sarah Eldridge (City of Sanctuary), Sughra Begum (Sheffield College), and Usman Yousaf
(Firvale Community Hub); Ellie Munday (Rubic, Chillypep). Delegates were invited to address
the questions below:

What are our achievements in Sheffield in creating a cohesive city?

Organisations









Cohesion Sheffield & Cohesion Advisory Group giving opportunities to reflect across
different networks
Recognition that different community groups need to talk to each other
Breadth of organisations involved in cohesion
Equality Hub network
Organisations working with young people, refugees and celebrating cultural diversity
Casually getting on which is an achievement in itself
Promoting the goodness which is already happening (Media/social)
Recognition of the work in Sheffield which is being utilised across the globe

Faiths



Faith Leaders getting together to combat issues (but not being recognised):
http://sheffieldinterfaith.org.uk/
Lots of religious places of worship

ESOL & Education





Lots of ESOL opportunities at a very high level - ESCAL literacy for all, volunteering
including through businesses and universities
Culture consortium plan-cohesion/diversity:
https://www.sheffieldculture.co.uk/our-aims/
Educational attainment (improved outcomes)BME/EAL populations
Education opportunities

Cohesion Conference



Annual event
Delegates sitting at tables with people they don’t know

Partnership Working






Partnerships/links (e.g. global education), community links cascading information
Good partnership working
Collaboration between VCF & Statutory agencies
Strong community groups
Firvale host communities welcoming new arrivals
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City of Sanctuary and Welcome




City of Sanctuary - first one in the country giving a sense of pride
History of welcome
Safe city centre
Page | 5

Students



University City, international students bringing vibrancy to the city including centre
High percentage of students wanting to stay

Schools




Different charity events in school e.g. donating to Syria
Parkwood working in the community e.g. in a local care home
Schools playing a great role in bringing communities together

Young People



Outside spaces for Young People to go to - Secret Sanctuaries
There is more that needs to be done for young people

Business




Business e.g. Somali community have local businesses adding and creating a more
diverse business landscape and challenging conservative stereotypes
Lots of different restaurants selling international foods
BID trying to make their board more inclusive

Refugees and Asylum Seekers







Accommodation for refugees and asylum seekers
Policy-engagement
Forums of learning and exposing national agendas and strategies allowing multi
discipline organisations to focus on communities and cohesion enabling practical
focus
Lack of riots/extreme situations
Policy engagement with this issue & consensus politically - shared response to
events
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What are the challenges that undermine cohesion and what do you need help with?
Economic & Employment:













Economic deprivation + disparity of income
Economic cuts resulting in less community workers, and those left are underpaid
Funding across the board & funding trends affect access to mainstream services e.g.
interpreters creating a big impact on cohesion. Organisations compete for funding
so negative impact on cohesion.
Resources to fund communities to engage in community development
Lack of grants for VCF
Child poverty, threshold for free school meals raised
Zero hours contracts, lack of rights, low wages, 35% on low income
Universal credit
Connection between deprivation, attainment/life chances + receiver communities
Separation of groups enforcing segregation in work places
Deprivation leads to people blaming newcomers

Media


Media-nationally and locally

Recognition & Burnout



Lack of recognition for good work
Project fatigue

Hate Crime



Hate crime statistics
Fear created in the Muslim community by Hate letters sent out in Sheffield about a
‘Punish a Muslim’ day in April 2018



Intimidation - people unable to feedback on service for fear of reprisals e.g. implied
threats in official communication & witness similar situations ending badly for
friends/family

Education
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More basic English needed
Schools becoming less mixed
Lack of education about cohesion
Need to challenge ignorance about difference and look for common ground

Geographical Divide







Geographical city divide. Communities defined by mobility, crossing those linestravelling to and spending time in each others communities
Celebrating diversity and meeting people from a different background
Reaching people beyond the easy to reach
Accessing voice of the excluded (diverse, hard to reach, reflective of the city)
Brexit vote - challenge to liberal shared consensus
Not enough bringing people together in communication and sharing stories

Management and Strategy














City strategy needs to be local so local groups are embedded
Management and leadership needs to reflect communities and be more inclusive
Provision - services + beyond
Evidence base for public policy
Urgent change in local government mind-set
Lack of inclusive leadership at government level
Disconnect between policy and community delivery
Not listening to local situations
Relationships - who runs the projects
Short term expectation
Insulting consultation
Barriers intersectional characteristics & lack of resources/experience in groups
offering support
Inconsistent treatment of difficult communities

Refugees and Asylum Seeker Situation




Refugees and asylum seekers - mothers and children not safe
Council needs to support standardised accommodation & quality control, standard
for private accommodation - not just emergency. Long term plans not in place
Childcare not safe even just to have a bath, overcrowded safe house
accommodation, insufficient bathroom/kitchen space for over crowded families






Consultations not meaningful but ending up as a tick box exercise
Insufficient awareness that Sheffield was the first city of sanctuary - Manor Lodge history of anti-slavery. Sheffield has a history of welcome e.g. Poles welcomed in
WW2
Established community should be encouraged to value diversity

Environment







Litter - everyone blames each other for litter/fly tipping
Not enough activities or youth clubs
Not enough places to go to outside - parks often dangerous, places needed that
bring people together as a community
Parents don’t think the area is safe all the time so won’t let children out
People scared to visit each others places of worship
Need to value cultural diversity whilst encouraging people to mix

Developing City Leaders of Tomorrow workshop
Presented by Laura Abbot (RUBIC co-ordinator) and Andy Buck (Sheffield Citizen’s Advice
CEO) The 10 workshops with the same facilitators were asked:
To develop city leaders of tomorrow that reflect the diversity of the city, what 3
things need to happen now? These were the collective responses:
Collective knowledge sharing:



People need to take control - we know stuff
People who could play a role in public life choose not to

Embedding social cohesion:








Economic growth should include social cohesion
A forum to bring communities within areas together e.g. Roma, Pakistani, white etc.
interacting e.g. food/cooking
Promote cohesion in school curriculum
Council diversity not an accident - some political parties actively encouraged people
to stand
Encourage people from diverse backgrounds
Equal opportunities monitoring not sufficient questions and they reflect the people
who write them
Breakdown stereotypes
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Co-operation rather than competition
Creating aspiration, confidence and belief

Recruitment, employment & business:















Need a business conference for developing a cohesive city
Business could set good examples
People in 20s could be encouraged to spend a day offering a work placement to a
young person being given mentoring themselves
Encouragement to achieve, not blunting ambition of young people
All orgs should have pathways to increase diversity at all levels including senior posts
Better more inclusive recruitment in arts orgs - culture consortium looking at this
Low wage economy of Sheffield and South Yorkshire is a drag on cohesion - increase
wages
System change: meaningful goals/offering alternative employment processes
Make recruitment systems ‘fairer’
Less gender discrimination
Ensure equal number recruited e.g. 50% women
Diverse workforce of those providing services and support
Greater responsibility for employers in all sectors
Be kind, give others a chance-better leadership

Role models & showcasing:











Negative view of leadership - should be more varied, city leaders mostly white. Need
more role models and champions, people need to be encouraged to come forward,
empowerment and connections. Access/aspiration/permission. Seeing people as
sources of strength
Broader definition of leadership - not just a position of power
Recognise and create small leadership roles and encourage people in
A short film featuring diverse leaders
Accessible information and feedback to people about what is being done/achieved
to enable and encourage people to want to be involved
Celebrate activities that bring people together. More events to celebrate/represent
diversity
Higher profile to media that effectively promotes cohesion
Leaders making a difference should be celebrated
Value leadership, recognise people’s leadership at all levels not just traditional
routes
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Support for people already making a difference not just bringing in new peoplemeaningful change initiatives
Value mentorship, coaching, support. Current leaders mentoring young people, girls
matched to inspiring women. Funding for this to replace time
More local leaders so more races can try politics
Undermining youth needs to cease

Supporting volunteering:


Too much expected of volunteers-not everyone able/willing to volunteer

Education:

















Citizenship education encouraging empowerment
Countering unconscious bias
Don’t judge people by their disappointments
Creative awareness sessions on migrant asylum seekers. Challenge myths, find the
connections in the community to enable this to happen
More opportunities for young people to come together to learn from each other,
and meet other young people who want to be leaders - young leaders network
Young people given leadership roles at younger age - primary school
Local organisations work with schools and communities to enable difficult
conversations & overcome segregation
Junior cohesion conference run by young people for young people
More ESOL in the neighbourhoods, education to overcome barriers. Funding for
language learning for whole population
Emotional support to be a young leader as might open you up to abuse
Resources and incentivised training and leadership programme
Creative matches for people at different stages of career
Community leadership programmes - leadership development programme - young
asylum seekers and refugees, young people on trustee boards
Children’s university
YP Parliament
Programme to train young people to think critically

Funding & Media




Communities stop being funding led
Harder to have a healthy debate since social media
Funding joined up projects
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Public sector cuts means internal recruitment becomes the norm perpetuating staff
profile
Gatekeepers blocking resource distribution
Fully resourced local authority which develops greater proliferation of budget
control into communities

Leadership models:




We need to stop ‘gifting’ leadership, needs to be earned
Do we need to reformat community leadership/redefine leadership
Un-politicise leadership

Panels at the conference
Mid morning there was a Personal Journeys and Cohesion Panel - chaired by Mike Fitter,
CAG Co-Chair. This panel of Huda Ahmed, Mubarak Hassan, Pride Mbi Agboor, Laura Abbott,
Mia Rushton (Young Person) and Travis Baranowski (Young Person) was enjoyed by the
conference delegates and brought the importance of cohesion in Sheffield to life.
The Cross Sector Panel was held just before midday on the theme of ‘Making our city a
place where everyone feels welcome and valued, in a community where everyone is
treated with dignity & respect’ - The opportunities and challenges facing Sheffield and the
importance of inclusive growth
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The panel consisted of Maddy Desforges (chair), Chief Executive of VAS; John Mothersole,
Chief Executive of Sheffield City Council; Debbie Mathews, Chief Executive of Manor and
Castle Development Trust; Sughra Begum, Director of ESOL at Sheffield College; Professor
Mark Gamsu, Public Health Consultant; Alan Billings, Police and Crime Commissioner for
South Yorkshire (see appendix for profiles)
The panel were asked to speak from personal experience on how their role could contribute
to cohesion in Sheffield and answer questions. They agreed that leaders need to have a
robust approach to build cohesion for the future, creating aspirational leadership and great
mentors. The culture needs to be changed to represent diverse cultures in leadership.
Further work needs to be done on how we value communities who hold the capital on how
to make cohesion work.
Networking continued over lunch

The Honours Awards
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For the first time Cohesion Honours were awarded and introduced by Dr Alan Billings, SY
Police & Crime Commissioner. Cohesion Honours were awarded to: Jane Emson, Community
Outreach, Winn Gardens and Middlewood; Paul Howard, Community Liaison, Parkwood
Academy; Violet Dickenson, Supporting Asylum Seeking Women; Mike Fitter, Citywide
Cohesion; Father Shaun Smith, Faith & Cohesion; The New Beginnings Project, Moses
Lutakome and Michelle Ward; Angela Greenwood, City Council Cohesion; Mubarak Hassan,
Cohesion Challenges
Themed afternoon workshops - How we work together and move forward in progressing
cohesion in Sheffield
Workshop themes:
Designed to promote cross sector working, framed by challenging questions linked to social
cohesion (provocations)
Creating a positive future for young people, led by Louise Ellison, Team Manager at
Sheffield Futures.
This workshop looked at an asset based approach to working with young people in their
communities and city: ‘What have we got’ “what can we do?’ The workshop focused on 4
key areas: identifying enablers/resources within communities, key priorities, and identifying
common themes and how we can work together at city and organisational level and place
young people at the centre.
The workshop discussions covered concerns within schools such as education being
academic focused, and that there was not a good alternative. Personal Health and Social
Education in schools is now more tailored than general and there needs to be issue based
discussions within schools at a Young Person’s conference. There are mental health issues in
schools which they cannot deal with alone and so 3rd sector organisations offering support
was advocated. Teacher training was not considered to cover all of the issues that pupils in

schools have to overcome, but Learn Sheffield is supporting teachers to teach issue based
subjects. There also needs to be more spaces available to young people such as community
halls and open spaces to bring people together to resolve issues. It was thought that some
inter faith work between adults and young people was occurring and to be beneficial.
Neighbourhood based community partnerships led by Debbie Mathews, CEO Manor and
Castle Development Trust and Lloyd Samuels, ZEST

This workshop posed the question Can Neighbourhood based community partnerships
provide the infrastructure to co-ordinate and enable activity that promotes cohesion? What
do we need to learn from our experience to shape Neighbourhood Based Community
Partnerships?
The discussion agreed that partnerships can be a minefield and can become a talking shop
although talking is a positive in itself and without discussion there is no progress. Discussion
is important to avoid duplication, and people need a connection with their community.
Relationships are important and need to be sustained. We can learn from each other.
Groups approach partnerships and want something from it but they also have a contribution
to make.
Partnerships need to be accountable, facilitated and resourced well. Decision making needs
to be at a community level so that it is needs led. Organisations are fearful of pushing issues
and they need to be pulled in at a strategic level. Area borders are an issue as they are too
big so issues get diluted. The measurement of partnership effectiveness needs to change
and commissioners need to be challenged.
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Inclusive person centred health and social care led by Jane Duckitt, Project Officer ZEST &
Jeni Vine, Cohesion Advisory Group Coordinator:
Zest described direct delivery experience engaging with local people to ensure people from
all backgrounds accessed health services. The changes in health care charging affecting
cohesion and the uncertainty for migrants, refugees and asylum seekers accessing health
services, were outlined. Jane Duckitt described the Age Better project that is improving
social cohesion, particularly amongst older people, based at Zest in Upperthorpe. The aim is
to engage with those who are socially isolated helping them to form connections locally, to
grow in confidence and to enable them to access services within Zest and further afield.
Activities include a social café, craft group and various one off community events and
courses such as English language courses for BME women.
Issues include short term funding. Specific target groups are given funding as it is recognised
that there is inequality of access to health services. This targeting of funding can have a
negative impact on cohesion. It can reinforce the prejudice of the white British community
against the BME community. The perception is that BME groups “get all the money”.
Jeni Vine handed out information about the “hostile environment”, in particular how it is
impacting on people registering with GPs where frontline staff may not know whether
people are eligible for free services or will be charged and data sharing between health
services and the Home Office regarding people's immigration status. These are combining to
exacerbate the problems of refugees and asylum-seekers getting the medical support they
need at the right time. These issues are being followed up through the City of Sanctuary
health stream and agencies including Doctors of the World and Maternity Action.

Mehrun Ahmed and Simon Hyacinths from Football Unites, Racism Divides spoke about the
importance of sport to cohesion and the facilities FURD has at their U-Mix premises football, dance, IT, space hire and café. This is great for encouraging cohesion among young
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people, for older people keeping fit and for providing opportunities for younger people to
volunteer, building their skills and confidence.
Other issues raised: frontline staff - importance of high quality training as they are often the
gatekeepers to a service and can put people off easily; when finding organisations to
collaborate with it is important to find the open door, building a coalition of the willing;
Page | 16
getting out of neighbourhoods is a good way of mixing different groups, e.g. walking trips,
outings, social café; community champions have worked well in many places to help people
access health provision - capacity to cross bridges between communities.

Employment practices, equality and social cohesion in Business, Public and Community,
Voluntary, Faith Sectors led by Adele Robinson, Social Justice and Inclusion Manager,
Sheffield City Council.
This workshop posed the questions: What are the key challenges and elements to make
Sheffield a fair and inclusive employer? What is the role of the Fair Employer charter and
other charters/standards in supporting talent, valuing diversity and promoting inclusion and
cohesion? How can all sectors contribute and can we have confidence in what’s working?
Workshop participants have said that having a charter is useful but its everyday practice that
is important. We agreed to make employment recruitment fairer. There needs to be more
training available to people recruiting so that panels are less likely to make assumptions and
display unconscious bias. Middle management were often viewed as a block to fair
recruitment as they often recruited in their own image. Some areas noted were assumptions
made about names, ages etc. so application forms should be anonymised. Schools need to
support the preparation of students to get them ready for employment and to encourage
out of school activities and volunteering; often people don’t know what is expected.
Aspiration is very important and there needs to be development opportunities.

The workplace culture and the diversity, or lack of diversity of the workforce, and a wider
skills pool helps business (business case for diversity) and are key. The discussion questioned
if human resources or occupational health staff were trained in cohesion and equality as
they need to be able to offer advice and guidance to other staff. Equality monitoring is
important to ensure transparency in organisations and at all levels and Boards. Diversity in Page | 17
leadership is important so people can aspire and see role models.
Workforce succession planning requires a long term discussion. The law, practice and policy
interpretation of different organisations is crucial, but differences of expectation in sectors
can vary quite considerably. Roles and cultural norms in organisations can be challenging
and how do employees know what is expected of them pre employment. In some cases
informal networks lead to jobs and opportunities which are a challenge but this can be in all
areas and levels.
The short term funding in the Voluntary Community Faith and Public sectors is problematic,
as it can mean lots of short term contracts. Recognised qualifications could help this in the
Voluntary Community Faith sector, but there also needs to be a breaking down of barriers in
terms of language used. It takes time to make a credible application; young people especially
applying for jobs may have gaps in skills or experience so mentors, including community
mentors can be used to support them in applying. This also applies to other groups as well.
Procurement could be used to further equality and to help localism but it could also exclude
people, we need to be careful as what is local? This requires further discussion. People in
leadership positions should challenge discrimination or a lack of fairness when seen, having
inclusive leadership is important but we need to look further at what that means. Access to
Work schemes, the Fair Employer Charter, Disability Confident, Stonewall Index and Equality
monitoring could all be used to further fairer and more inclusive employment and cohesion
in the city, they help demonstrate what’s working and we need to encourage across all
sectors.

Sheffield Box Scheme, facilitated by Colin Havard, Community Development Co-ordinator,
Sheffield City Council
Sheffield Box scheme is a project to develop a local welcome to new arrivals to the city,
wherever they are from. It will be led by local faith groups in each neighbourhood, with
volunteers undertaking to take a token shoebox of goodies to people who move into the
neighbourhood by way of welcoming them to the neighbourhood. The crucial thing is not
the box or what is in it but the personal welcome and the information that the volunteers
can impart. We expect volunteers to be able to help new arrivals with information about
local services and activities to help integrate them into local life.
The overall scheme is being co-ordinated by Victoria Hall Methodists, who are also running a
city centre version, with other pilot versions in Nether Edge, Page Hall and Darnall.

Hostile Environment and Brexit Angela Greenwood, Community Services Manager and
Sarah Eldridge, Manager City of Sanctuary, Sheffield
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This workshop discussed the affects of the ‘Hostile Environment’ and Brexit. The discussion
covered the Hostile Environment message “Illegal immigrants go home” and “unlawfully
present”. However, often it is not safe for immigrants to go home and they may have no
travel documents or access to banks or hospitals as they must have status in this country.
The other messages are that numbers are going up and there is no control; Holiday visa
applicants are being untruthful; they create public health concerns.
Often health staff are ignorant of the rules. Those that want to renew their visas have to pay
£2,000 per person but they are often on zero hours contracts.
Participants felt that what would help is myth busting and meeting up with local people to
spread the message to create an environment of empathy with local action plans, ward level
inclusion and a city level cohesion plan to support this. Public Services need to be clear
about the information that they put out to train staff about what they can and can’t do with
an attitude of kindness e.g. eligibility criteria for a GP surgery. There needs to be active
campaigning to Government against the Hostile Environment with a strong Sheffield city
voice acting through core cities. The Home Office has a culture of disbelief of applicants that
needs to change. If the full force of the Immigration Act came in we would have street
homeless children. Various third sector organisations are working to address the faults in the
asylum system and helping women refugees and asylum seekers, and those who are often
ignored. They are helping people to get to know one another through festivals and various
gatherings. Libraries are also a hub of knowledge to support new arrivals, and the
universities welcome students from overseas and offer them support.
The result of the Hostile Environment and Brexit has created unprecedented physical and
verbal abuse (e.g. spitting). Social media has shown up people who had been quiet before to
voice their opinions such as thinking that there is a correlation between Black/Asian
migrants and economic deprivation in Sheffield/South Yorkshire. The problem is that we live

in bubbles of those with like minds and so now those who are racist are shouting louder. The
referendum has intensified feelings and damaged cohesion in the city. This polarisation
could cause economic dislocation unless we talk more about the causes of these thoughts.
The issue is not ‘I don’t like that person’ but ‘I don’t like the fact that there is a housing
shortage and pressure on schools.’ It’s important to find out what are the stress factors and Page | 19
work out how to mitigate them. What is missing is the conversation on the positives of
migrants.
Arts and Social Cohesion Facilitated by Vicky Ward
The arts and social cohesion workshop explores the role of artists working with
communities and asks what communities want from artist involvement. The workshop was
facilitated by Vicky Ward who is a community development worker and has a background of
working with visual arts to coproduce unheard stories with people that have lived
experiences of homelessness. In 2017 Vicky took part in the 'Taking Yourself Seriously: Arts
and Social Cohesion Research Project' at Manchester Metropolitan University.
Workshop questions:



What is your experience of working with the arts/artists within social cohesion?
How can engagement/partnership working with artists benefit local communities?
(Does it?)
 What factors facilitate and hinder artists and communities being able to work
together?
This workshop explored the role of artists working with communities and asked what
communities want from artist involvement. They discussed experiences of working with
artists within social cohesion, and explored how collaboration with artists benefits
communities. Conversations identified that there are lots of excellent artists/arts
organisations working well with communities in Sheffield. They talked about how art can be
a means to communicate and enable communities to connect - the arts can cross barriers
and go beyond: helping to create new landscapes and enable others to express thoughts and
be heard. The arts can start discussions that may not necessarily happen otherwise.

They recognised that the arts and artists are often devalued: that there is a lack of
investment for the arts in cohesion, and an expectation for artists to work for love rather
than money. They talked about how sometimes it can be more helpful to talk about
creativity rather than art as the term ‘art’ can sometimes be off-putting or come across as Page | 20
elitist.
Conversations also acknowledged that the arts can start a discussion that may not
necessarily happen otherwise, and that within a cohesion context, it’s important to work
with the ‘right artists’ that are able to collaborate with communities. Finally, during
discussions they made some art in order to have some fun, get creative and make
expressions without words.
Developing city leaders of tomorrow that reflect the diversity of the city – taking feedback
from morning session – developing into priority actions (Andy Buck and Laura Abbott)
What sort of leadership do we want? Optimistic; aspirational; ambitious; listening;
responsive; engaging; empowering; inclusive. (A case was made for more “distributed”
leadership, although without a clear sense of what this might entail given the current
institutional structure.)

Who leads in Sheffield? A very clear sense that we have many layers of leadership, formal
and informal; organisational and community; and so on.
How to people become leaders? A key issue here was what motivates people to become (or
seek to become) leaders, with a real sense that people are driven by care for their
families/communities/the city; a passion for greater justice and fairness; often rooted in
personal experience. This doesn’t, though, quite tell us why people are willing to take the
responsibility, and hence risk, that often goes with leadership.
What should we do to develop more inclusive leadership for Sheffield? This is essentially
just a list of ideas garnered from a couple of rounds of the group, in a few minutes at the
end of the workshop. What is clear, as was the case from the whole conference, is that
there is an appetite for doing something about this. The next challenge, therefore, would be
to think more about what we could/should do, and then seek support for this.

Some of the people present might be ideal candidates for the VCS leadership programme
that the Social Leaders Group has talked about.
Pulling it together
Panni Loh & Mike Fitter-harvested the key moments, drawing out learning, and feeding back.
The build up to the conference was characterised by people’s flexibility and willingness to
participate which is a good way forward to create a cohesive city. Spring is a good time to
make new cohesive actions. It was good to see young people participating in the conference.
We need more mentors to give them aspirations to become leaders. Jacqui Broadhead
encouraged us to see our Diversity as Strength and that we need the language of personal
stories to develop our citywide cohesion. Pride, a former asylum seeker said:
‘Sheffield is a unique place - it’s a welcoming place, but more needs to be done.’

Conference feedback
Over 25% of the delegates completed feedback forms with broad agreement that the
conference had fulfilled the following objectives:





To showcase the progress and achievements of cohesion in Sheffield through
information sharing.
To promote cross sector working and collaboration through networking and future
partnership working.
To enact cohesion (we are all in this together) by encouraging all participants to
engage with the issues from their lived experience as well as their roles.
To determine both what undermines cohesion and what promotes cohesion

There was less agreement around whether the conference had achieved the following
objective, with a significant percentage thinking it had only done so in part:


To develop city leaders of tomorrow that reflect the diversity of the city, what 3
things need to happen now?

Most agreed that a conference of this nature is of great value in encouraging people who
were working hard to promote cohesion and in sharing valuable information across sectors.
Sample comments include:
‘A realisation that there is cohesion but that it is fragile and there are lots of initiatives trying
to take it forward. And despite funding difficulties it doesn’t feel futile. Lots of dedicated
hard-working people trying to make the world a better place. They haven’t given up’.
‘Really good event allowing people to share news, best practice and common themes’
‘The overall conference was very good and useful. It was good to network with other
organisations’
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‘Thank you for organising the conference. It helped me to gather a better understanding of
efforts which are already in place and to get to know some of the people working towards a
better life for all’
Individual comments on what might be improved at a future event of this nature, seem to
suggest that people wanted more time for focussed discussion with each other and less time
listening to panel speakers. Some people were interested in hearing about inspirational
examples of action that had been taken; one person suggested having more statistical
information available for example, about levels of hate crime in the city and another
suggested everyone committing to an action which could then be shared on a website.
Qualitative feedback reveals that there is hunger for: ‘Linking strategy and actions and
working together to achieve long term aims’ such as employment practices supporting
diversity and better links between different parts of the city’; ‘How what we have discussed
will be implemented. How will we see change happen?’ and ‘How are we going to measure
it?’
The next step is for Cohesion Sheffield to gather case studies of good cohesion practice
including challenges faced and how they have been overcome for sharing on the website,
along with summaries of organisational Cohesion Action Plans to assist and inspire others to
prompt further cohesion and look through the Cohesion lens. This will be followed by an
October 2018 seminar for all organisations who have completed Cohesion Action Plans and
are part of the Cohesion network. This seminar will have a focus on collaborative cohesion
projects, and measuring the impact of them in terms of participants involved and their
feedback. Cohesion Sheffield is also seeking further funding to increase staff capacity which
currently is limited to 1 full time equivalent.

To find out more and/or enquire about joining the Cohesion Network:
Contact: Panni Loh, Development Co-ordinator:
Tel: 0114 2536600 or email: ploh@cohesionsheffield.co.uk
www.cohesionsheffield.co.uk Twitter: @cohesionsheff Facebook: Cohesion Sheffield
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